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4.2. Setup I: Three Mass System.

4.2.1. The Impulse Response.

(1) Attach Plot 4.2.1.4 to the end of this report.
(2) Attach Plot 4.2.1.7 to the end of this report.
(3) COMPARE the modal frequencies you just obtained from your experiment to the theoretical fre-

quencies from the pre-lab. EXPLAIN what could account for the differences.

4.2.2. Identification of the Mode Shapes.

(1) Attach Plot 4.2.2.3 Modes 1, 2, and 3 to the end of this report.
(2) SKETCH all 3 of the mode shapes
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(3) DISCUSS which assumptions we made in our pre-lab mathematical model that would not account
for the small displacement of the 2nd mass in our physical model.

(4) Look back at the frequency response, plot 4.2.1.7. For the second mode, what do you notice about
the relative amplitudes of each of the masses? EXPLAIN how closely these represent your sketched
mode shape from step (4).

(5) For a displacement EXPLAIN what frequencies you expect to observe and if you see them in the
plot.

(6) Attach Plots 4.2.7 Modes 1, 2, and 3 to the end of this report and be sure to label which curve
corresponds to which mass.

4.3. Setup II: Cord.

(1) SKETCH and IDENTIFY the number of peaks/nodes (do not include boundary conditions for
counting nodes) for the first 3 modes.
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(2) WRITE down the name of the winner, SKETCH the winning mode shape, IDENTIFY the mode
number, and ESTIMATE the frequency of excitation.

(3) EXPLAIN what happens to the modal frequencies compared to the case when you dont add any
tension. HYPOTHESIZE as to why this occurs.

4.4. Setup III: Beam.

(1) WRITE the frequency and SKETCH mode shape.

(2) STATE whether or not you can find a frequency over 100 Hz.


